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Dr Jo Watts, Principal in Customer Analytics, Dufrain Consulting 

Biography: Jo holds an MA in Maths and Astrophysics from Cambridge University, and 

completed her PhD in Astrophysics at the University of Edinburgh. After this she knew she 

wanted to use her skills but was reluctant to work in academia. She initially worked at the 

Defence Evaluation and Research Agency, and as a Programmer for Romax Technology, 

before moving into the financial industry as a Statistician for Capital One. This role, 

specialising in credit risk modelling, stimulated her interest in data science. Jo also held risk 

management roles (Senior Risk Analyst and Risk Change Manager) at RBS, before moving 

into data analytics. From 2013-15 she was Retail Bank Data Governance Programme Lead 

at RBS, and thereafter she spent one year as Head of Customer Analytics, which involved 

the development of a Customer Analytics and Data team for the creation of Williams and 

Glyn. In September 2016 she took a role as Principal in Customer Analytics with Dufrain 

Consulting, a business analysis consultancy which provides clients with analysis and 

insight to make better strategic business decisions.    

Key messages: Doing a PhD teaches you to be inquisitive, to ask questions, and challenge 

face value – all useful attributes. Remain open to all areas of work. Don’t let other people 

shut them down for you by making assumptions about you! Go out there and do something. 

All new skills add value to your offering and add more strings to your bow. Make sure you’re 

always learning. Don’t stay too long in a role if you’re not enjoying it. A varied journey makes 

you a stronger individual.  

 

Dr David Evans, Contracts Manager, Fluid Gravity Engineering 

Biography: David studied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics at St Andrews University 

and subsequently worked for a PhD on Solar, Magnetohydrodynamic Waves there. This 

wasn’t his main area of interest, but the contacts he made there led to him being approached 

for the job he has now with Fluid Gravity Engineering (FGE). His PhD was followed by a 

period as a dynamics engineer at British Aerospace, Space Systems and then a Post 

Doctoral place at Queen Mary College, London. He decided against an academic career 

because he disliked the experience of giving lectures while a Post Doc and lacked 

confidence in his ability even though feedback was good. (For the last ten years David has 

worked as an Associate Lecturer at the Open University.) He joined FGE, based in St 

Andrews, as a Scientist in 1992. Fluid Gravity Engineering is a scientific consultancy 

specialising in computational physics, working in fields such as fluid dynamics, shock 

physics, and electromagnetics. He is now the company’s Contracts Manager, a role which 

calls for strong negotiation skills and, where legal details are concerned, a high degree of 

precision (an attribute which his Mathematics studies also demanded, and enhanced).  FGE 

work with customers from various sectors, including civil space, maritime, oil and gas. FGE 

led an international team of specialists from industry and academia responsible for the upper 

atmosphere entry phase of the ExoMars Schiaparelli lander.  Problems in the lower 

atmosphere phase unfortunately led to the spacecraft being destroyed on landing.  . 

http://www.dufrain.co.uk/
http://www.dufrain.co.uk/
http://www.fluidgravity.co.uk/fgewebsite/
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Key messages: Take a break after your studies! And when starting a new role, allow yourself 

plenty of time to judge whether it’s right for you. Cultivate your contacts. Have confidence in 

yourself and be confident to fail – it’s ok to fail, and your confidence will grow. 

 

Dr Andrzej Warzyński, Senior Software Engineer, Compilers, Codeplay 

 

Biography: Andrzej holds a PhD in Scientific Computing from the University of Leeds. For his 

undergraduate and Masters he studied Mathematics at the University of Warsaw. He wasn’t 

sure what he wanted to do after completing his PhD but did know he wanted to work in high-

performance computing and wanted to solve real problems. He pursued a number of 

different opportunities, and registered with various agencies, and received several job offers, 

accepting one with Cambridge Consultants where he worked as a DSP software engineer 

focusing on bespoke wireless communication systems. He worked on two large projects 

there, one for Ocado (automated warehouse) and one for Iridium Communications (satellite 

communication system). Despite being interested in the work he wasn’t sure he wanted to 

stay in electronics and when he followed his wife to Scotland he spent time researching 

companies. He also did some online courses, and a hobby project. He noticed that, amongst 

the companies he was looking at, Codeplay stood out because – although a small company 

(around 60 employees) – its name regularly cropped up at conferences, suggesting a 

commitment to innovation.  

Codeplay designs products for companies (often huge organisations, such as Google) to use 

within their own R&D programmes. Andrzej is now a Senior Software Engineer with them, 

writing compilers and debuggers for heterogeneous architectures. During his time at 

Codeplay he has worked on a number of customer projects and has been Codeplay's 

representative at EEMBC. Together with his colleague, Deepak Panickal, he also created a 

tutorial on how to write an LLDB-based debugger and presented it at EuroLLVM 2016. He is 

passionate about low-level programming, computer architecture and creating great software 

that meets tight requirements. He likes knowing that the results of his work are being put to 

immediate practical use.  

Key messages: Do your research into companies. Be enthusiastic. Be excited.  

 

Dr Amir Sezavar Keshavarz, Technology Analyst, JP Morgan 

Biography: Amir completed his undergraduate degree in Information Technology at Heriot-

Watt University in 2010.  He then went on to achieve an MSc in Web Technology with 

distinction from the University of Southampton.  Amir continued his studies at Southampton, 

completing his PhD in Computer Science with a focus on developing a system to evaluate 

data quality in crowdsourcing.  Throughout his PhD Amir mentored postgraduate students 

during their social networking technologies and software engineering group projects. He 

knew he wanted to work in industry rather than academia, and talked to different companies 

at Careers Fairs, finding out what each of them offered in terms of training and mobility.  

Amir joined JP Morgan in September 2015 as a Technology Analyst, where he uses his 

coding skills but also his communication skills, presenting his projects to different audiences. 

Key messages: Talk to companies. Take time out to plan and research. Know that it’s ok to 

fail at first. Know that you’re not restricted to grad schemes.  

 

https://www.codeplay.com/
https://www.jpmorgan.com/country/GB/en/jpmorgan
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Questions from the floor 

What’s your advice on coping with the uncertainties and pressures of doing a PhD? 

 JW: Set yourself deadlines. 

 AW: Plan ahead, research funding opportunities well in advance. Don’t be pressured 

by your supervisor into dragging out your research. 

 DE: Meeting deadlines, writing reports, and writing proposals are important aspects 

of many jobs. Take the opportunity during your PhD to develop your skills in these 

areas. 

 AK: Focus on getting a job at the end of it – especially if you’re an international 

student on a visa.  

 

 

JC June 2017 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


